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Electrical Engineering 

Several techniques for measuring high frequency vibrations are presented. The goal of 

the study is to develop a sensor for detecting acoustic emissions (AE) inside composite 

structures. The basics of wave propagation inside of materials has been presented along 

with an overview of typical acoustic emission testing. Surface acoustic waves (SAWs) 

were studied first and a novel, noncontact optical interferometric technique for measuring 

absolute amplitudes is presented. This technique has the added advantages in that it does 

not require that the interferometer be stabilized or phase biased. It is insensitive to laser 

fluctuations, random phase drifts, polarization changes and changes in mixing efficiency of 

the interferometer. SAW amplitudes between 7 and 2.5 angstroms were measured with 

the described technique. An intrinsic Fabry-Perot type interferometer was demonstrated 

for detecting SAW's and was then embedded into carbon fiber composite panels which 

were then put through tensile tests. AE's were captured, centered around 300 KHz, as is 

expected of a composite. These tests were repeatable and indicate that qualitative 

measurements of AE can be made. This sensor configuration was also used for detecting 

a variety of taps on the composite panel as well as pencil lead breaks, a standard 

calibration procedure for AE testing. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Due to budget concerns it is necessary these days to extend the lifetime of military and 

commercial aircraft beyond their initial design goals. It is also necessary that currently 

designed aircraft have longer lifetimes than were previously acceptable. From this need to 

extend lifetimes comes a desire to maintain confidence in structural integrity in a cost 

effective manner. Conventional nondestructive testing (NDT) methods can sometimes 

require disassembly for inspection and tests can typically only be done at intervals, on the 

ground. It has been shown that monitoring acoustic emissions (AE) from structures can 

help locate regions of structural degradation or help predict imminent failure. AE 

techniques allow for continuous monitoring which is a large advantage over other NDT 

methods such as X-rays, C-scans or conventional pitch/catch ultrasonic inspections. With 

AE monitoring in mind it has been desired to make aircraft structures into smart 

structures. 

One of the main characteristics of smart structures is their ability to sense their mechanical 

state, that is deformations, loads, vibrations or the like, during the lifetime of the structure. 

As materials are stressed, microstructural changes, stress redistributions or failure can 

occur. These events create transient stress waves or acoustic emissions. Possible sources 

for AE's are cracks, delaminations, or fretting noises. By monitoring these emissions it 

might be possible to predict or provide warning of impending material or structural failure. 

It also might be possible to locate regions in a structure that need more extensive testing in 

order to assure integrity. AE's are much more difficult to detect than conventional 

ultrasonic pulses used in NDT because the emissions are random in time and location and 
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span a relatively broad band of frequencies. For AE monitoring it is important to 

understand how these ultrasonic waves propagate in a medium. It can be shown that these 

waves can travel in any direction and can be decomposed into three orthogonal 

components which include two transverse modes and one longitudinal mode. In bounded 

media there are reflections and conversions to Rayleigh surface acoustic waves (SAW's). 

There have been many methods used for detecting these SAWs, but the common standard 

is piezoelectric transducers. Piezoelectric materials are a special class of crystals that 

generate an electric charge when they are mechanically deformed or conversely, 

mechanically deform when a voltage is placed across them. Materials used for 

peizoelectric tranducers include quartz, lithium niobate, and lead zirconate. 

Optical fibers have, in recent years, been shown to be a highly sensitive transducer 

element. Optical fiber sensors can classified into one of two types, either intensity based 

or interferometric based systems. In intensity based sensors physical disturbances interact 

with the fiber or a device on the fiber to directly effect the intensity of the light. These 

types of systems typically are characterized by their lower sensitivities, greater robustness 

and ease of fabrication relative to phase (interferometric) type sensor configurations. 

Interferometric sensors, though, promise the most extreme sensitivities and can exceed by 

orders of magnitude sensitivities offered by alternate sensing elements. These 

configurations rely on physical disturbances affecting the phase of light in a fiber. 

In order to measure the phase of light in a fiber there must be a known reference signal. 

This measurement is usually achieved by building the sensor with two fibers or arms. A 

laser beam is split into these arms. One of these fibers is exposed to the disturbance under 

consideration and one fiber is isolated from the environment. This isolated fiber 

constitutes the reference signal. The light from these fibers is recombined and the 

resulting intensity is a function of the interference of the two beams. The fibers in this 

type of sensor should be single. mode to insure that the interference is only between two 

waves. When the two waves are in phase the output intensity is at a maximum while when 

they are exactly out of phase the output is at a minimum. Implementations of this basic 

design include the Michelson and Mach-Zehnder and Fabry-Perot interferometers. 

Problems associated with these interferometers include polarization control and extreme 

sensitivity. Lasers used with optical fibers typically have wavelengths between 630 and 
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1500 nM's so disturbances of this magnitude on the reference leg of the interferometers 

add false phase information to the signal. Slight mechanical motions of the fiber caused by 

air currents or changes in room temperature can cause this magnitude of disturbance. The 

extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometric (EFPI) sensor, which will be discussed in greater 

detail later, is relatively immune from some of these noise sources when compared to a 

traditional Mach-Zehnder type sensor. Actually, the extreme sensitivity of interferometric 

sensors is what makes them attractive for monitoring AE events which are typically very 

low in amplitude. 

The aircraft industry's pioneering of use of fiber reinforced composites provide a near ideal 

smart structure material as optical fibers can easily be embedded in the material during 

fabrication. Composites offer superior weight, stiffness and mechanical tailorability when 

compared to conventional materials. 

This thesis will demonstrate an optical sensor for detecting acoustic emissions in fiber 

reinforced composites. In addition to this we will demonstrate a novel technique for 

determining the absolute amplitude of surface acoustic waves on a metal plate. This 

technique is transferable to any absolute measurement of small phase changes is an 

interferometric system and does not require any stabilization of the system or phase 

biasing. The final section of this paper proposes future directions for this research. 
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Chapter 2 - Wave Propagation 

2.1 Introduction 

An important step in understanding AE's is learning how stress waves propagate in solids. 

This study typically begins with the theory for body or bulk waves. In general, these 

waves can travel in any direction and can be decomposed into three orthogonal 

components. These include two transverse modes (distortional or shear waves) and one 

longitudinal (dilatational wave). The longitudinal wave is associated with particle motions 

in the direction of wave travel and is distinguished by regions of rarification and regions of 

compression. For transverse waves, particle motions are perpendicular to the direction of 

travel. Full discussion of the development of the wave equation in solids and its 

solutions is given in the literature [2.1,2,3]. In this section we will detail the highlights of 

the theory. The simplest case that can be considered is that of waves in an infinite, linear, 

elastic, homogeneous and isotropic medium. This case holds interest for us since "smart" 

composite structures allow for AE detection using embedded optical sensors. Composite 

structures are not homogeneous, isotropic or infinite, but the simple theory gives a starting 

point and flavor for the behavior of waves in materials. 

Also, of interest are surface acoustic waves (SAW), since traditional AE monitoring has 

been performed by measuring these waves with piezoelectric transducers. Part of this 

study includes the detection of SAW's using both bulk and fiber optic methods. A useful 

property of SAW's is that the geometric attenuation rate is lower than that of bulk waves 

from point sources. This is because they propogate in two dimensions as opposed to three 

dimensional propagation of bulk waves. It has been shown that SAW's attenuate quickly 

with depth into a material and that they can be decomposed into only two components, 
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one parallel to the stress free surface and one perpendicular to the surface. In addition, 

particle motions associated with SAW's can be described as retrograde elliptical relative to 

direction of wave travel. 

Another concern when considering AE monitoring is the attenuation of sound as it travels 

through materials. In this chapter we will discuss several of the major mechanisms by 

which sound waves are attenuated and how they relate to composite structures. 

2.2 Bulk Waves 

The general wave equation in a solid, isotropic medium is given by: 

Ab AY nats yy) f fu ov Ow (a+ ul 2S S 9 (unm) =f B ; x > ae } 2.1 

where A and 1 are known as Lame’ constants. These constants completely describe the 

elastic behavior of an isotropic solid and relate the principal stresses and strains to one 

another. p is the density of the material and A=e,,+ €yyt+ €77 is known as the dilatation 

and it represents a change in the volume of a unit cube. u,v and w are displacements in the 

x,y and z directions. The Lame' constants can be related to Young's modulus, E, and 

Poisson's ratio, v, through the following relations. 

gp - A3A +24). 2.2 
A+ pL 

A 
= 2.3 

" 2(A +)’ 

If both sides of the equation 2.1 are differentiated with respect to x,y and z respectively 

and the results are added 2.4 results 

  (A+2pn)V7A = eS 2.4 

The result of taking the curl of both sides are 

LV?( w,, 0,, 0,) = <(a,,0,,2,), 2.5 
ae 
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where w,, @, and w, are the rotations about the x,y, and z axis respectively. If the 

volume change of a unit cube is eliminated, that is A is zero, the equations of motion 

reduce to 

uV?(u,v,w) =o (uy,») 2.6 

If the rotations are reduced to zero (w,,@, and @, are zero), such that (u,v,w) is the 

gradient of a potential ~, we can substitute V’¢ for A and 2.7 results. 

  

OA OA OA = V"(u,v,w), 2.7 
aA a 

The equations of motion now become 

A+2u)V(u,v,w) = p-2-(u,v,w). 28 
a’ 

Equations 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.8, are all of the form 

& =c?V7¢. 2.9 

For the dilatational wave (longitudinal), the wave speed is described by 

oe? (+241 2.10 
Pp 

and for the rotational or transverse (shear) wave the wave speed is given by 

af. 2.11 
p 

We will not solve these equations here, but as way of explanation of the solution form, if 

is a function of one coordinate and ¢ then equation 2.9 can be expressed as 

a ed 2.12 

with a solution of the form 

g= f(x-ct)+F(x+ct), 2.13 
where / and F are arbitrary functions, but in this case the solutions are plane waves with a 

velocity of c. Now if 6 is a function of radius r, and ¢, then equation 2.9 takes on the form 
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Fo _ 0 FP Br @e (r9), 2.14 

and the solutions are of the form 

—ct) Flrt+et 
g- fl" ot) tr ct) 2.15 

r r 

and again the solution is of waves propagating with a velocity c, but in this case they are 

  

spherical waves moving away from a point at the origin of r. 

2.3 Surface Acoustic Waves (Rayleigh waves) 

Waves on a free surface of an elastic material are known as Rayleigh surface waves. 

These waves are similar to waves in a fluid, but the restoring forces present are due to the 

elastic properties of the material and not gravity. These waves are of interest to us since 

traditional AE measurements are made by monitoring these waves with piezoelectric 

transducers and in the course of this study we shall use several optical techniques to sense 

these types of waves. 

In order to obtain the solution for surface waves, the equations of motion (2.1) must be 

solved with the boundary conditions that the free surface supports no shear stresses or 

normal stresses. The solution detailed here assumes an isotropic, elastic, infinite half 

space. When the proper boundary conditions are used, two possible solutions are 

obtained. One of these grows in amplitude with depth into the material while the other 

decreases with depth. The decreasing solution is the correct physical solution. Assuming 

that the boundary is the YZ plane with the X axis directed into the material we will work 

with a uniform plane wave moving in the Z direction. These waves propagate with a 

velocity cs given by 

c,=k,c,, 2.16 
where k, satisfies the equation 

ko —8k* +(24-16a7)k? +(16a7 -16) =0, 2.17 

where a is defined by 

o@ =i 2V 2.18 
2-2v A+2p 
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There are actually three solutions to 2.17, but two of these solutions lead to imaginary 

values for the attenuation factors defined by 2.22 and 2.23. Valid solutions for k, are 

typically a little less than 1. &, is actually the ratio of surface wave velocity to transverse 

or shear wave velocity and it can be written as 

k,=-2. 2.19 

It can be seen that both bulk waves and SAW's, under the conditions specified, depend 

only on the elastic parameters of the material and are independent of frequency. 

The final equations of motion for a particle are 

  

  

- 2f? .). 
Ha.) = Aal¢ "sae }sin( ot), 2.20 

. _ 2qs  _. 
wa.) = Ak(¢ *-S fe Joona), 2.21 

where the attenuation factors are given by 

g = f?(1- ok?), 2.22 

3 = f?(1-k?), 2.23 

and & is given by 

b= 2 2, 2.24 
kV 

and A, the amplitude factor is determined by material properties and the excitation. It can 

be seen from these equations of motion that the particle motion is retrograde elliptical with 

respect the direction of travel and the major axis is normal to the surface. The 

displacement in the direction of wave propagation decreases with depth until it become 

zero and then it increases again, but with the opposite sign and phase. Displacements 

normal to the surface first increase with depth, but then they decrease monotonically to 

insignificant levels within a few wavelengths. Attenuation rates are dependent on 

frequency with high frequency waves attenuating more rapidly. 
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Values of relative amplitude displacement for steel, with a Poisson's ratio of 0.29, are 

shown in figure 2.1. Values are given as a function of relative depth, z/A,where A is the 

wavelength and Wo is the normal displacement amplitude at the surface. 

TT OTT TT   

  

  

i be l { I 

0.4 0.8 1.2 

2/A (¥°029) 

    
Figure 2.1 Amplitudes of displacement associated 

with SAW in steel (v=0.29)[2.1] 

The EFPI sensor that will be later demonstrated in the detection of SAW’s is sensitive to 

axial strains. It is important then, to find from the equations of motion, a relation for axial 

strains occurring on the surface of the material. The longitudinal strain created by a stress 

wave on the surface can be derived by differentiating the particle motion with respect to 

the Z direction and evaluating at the surface, X=0 giving 

  

2 
sa(0t) = 2 = aK (1-2 Jeodar Aa) 2.25 

2.4 Attenuation Mechanisms 

In real materials, propagating waves change in amplitude with distance traveled. There 

are several mechanisms responsible for this attenuation. Some are due to a redistribution 

of energy while others are due to energy loss. In this section we shall explain several of 

these mechanisms in a general fashion. 
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The easiest attenuation mechanism to understand is geometric attenuation. Ifa wave is 

generated by a point source inside a medium the wave propagates outwards in all 

directions. Assuming a lossless medium, the energy in the wave front remains constant, 

but the area the wave front covers is growing. In this case, for the total energy of the 

wave front to remain constant the amplitude of the disturbance must decrease with 

distance from the point source. If the wave has traveled sufficiently far from the source 

(to the far field) then bulk waves decrease in proportion to 1/r where r is the radius or 

distance from the source. There is a similar decrease in amplitude for surface waves. In 

this case though, the waves are two dimensional, moving on a cylindrical surface. Bulk 

waves are three dimensional and are expanding on a spherical surface. Since the surface 

waves are expanding on a cylinder it is expected that their attenuation rate is less than that 

of bulk waves and in the far field they decrease as / vr. Since AE sources are typically 

point sources, geometric attenuation is factor. If the propagating waves are plane waves 

in an infinite media or waves on a one dimensional medium such as a bar or string, they 

are not subject to geormetric attenuation. The fact that surface waves attenuate at a 

slower rate that body waves makes them more attractive to AE monitoring as the spacing 

on sensors can be increased relative to sensors that might be embedded deep inside a 

structure. If the propagating waves are plane waves in an infinite media or waves in one 

dimensional media such as bars, beams or strings they are not subject to geometric 

attenuation. 

Dispersion is another way in which waves in a media are attenuated. In real materials, 

wave speeds are a function of material properties AND frequency. Typical AE events are 

very broad in their frequency content and as the energy from one of these events 

propagates outwards the various frequencies spread in space and the magnitude of the 

waves decrease. 

Extremely relevant to AE monitoring in composite structures is attenuation due to 

scattering and diffraction. As waves strike boundaries or discontinuities, such as 

reinforcing fibers, they are at least partially reflected. Energy from the wave can be found 

traveling in all directions after it has encountered the discontinuity therefore the wave 

energy is scattered. As frequencies increase and wavelengths approach discontinuity size 

scattering becomes even more severe. 
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So far we have discussed mechanisms in which the energy of the system remains constant. 

Real materials do not allow for this lossless propagation of waves. Losses can occur 

through several methods such as conversion of energy to heat due to thermoelastic 

coupling or crack growth or dislocation motion. These losses are associated with 

viscoelastic behavior of plastics (relevant in epoxy based composites), incomplete bonding 

of fibers in a composite or friction between surfaces that are slipping. 

The next section of this paper will deal with the historical development of AE monitoring 

and some of the methodologies used. 
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Chapter 3 - Acoustic Emissions 

3.1 Brief History 

It is unknown when the first acoustic emissions were noted. One of the earliest uses of 

AE's might have been in the making of pottery. To tell ifthe pottery were sound, potters 

traditionally listened for cracking sound of clay as the work cooled in the kiln[{3.1]. The 

first noting of AE's in metals was probably tin cry, the sound that tin makes when it is 

worked and twinning occurs (slipping of crystal planes). One of the oldest pieces of pure 

tin found has been dated between 2,650 and 2,550 BC[3.2]. From the mid 1500's to the 

1930's many people noted the sounds of acoustic emission is such materials as tin, zinc, 

cadmium, some iron alloys, rock salt, monocrystaline and polycrystaline aluminum to 

name a few. 

It was not until the 1930's though that AE moved from a incidental observations to 

instrumented and measured experiments. The first experiment for detecting AE was 

performed in Germany in 1936 by F. Forster and E. Scheil. They measured AE caused by 

the formation of martensite in 29% nickel steel. The second landmark experiment was 

conducted in the United States by W. Mason, H.J. McSkimin, and W. Shockley. Their 

goal of their experiment was to observe moving dislocations in pure tin by noting the 

stress waves they generated. Instrumentation used was capable of measuring 

displacements of 10°? mm with rise time of 10-® seconds. The third experiment was 

conducted in England by D.J. Millard in 1950. He was conducting twinning experiments 

on single crystal wires of cadmium using Rochelle salt transducers([3.3]. 
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These three experiments were not performed specifically for the study of acoustic 

emissions and none of the researchers continued studies on AE's. In 1950 Joseph Kaiser, 

in Germany, published his doctoral dissertation which was the first thorough investigation 

of the phenomena of acoustic emissions. It is from his work that modern AE monitoring 

springs. Kaiser wanted to know what sounds were generated inside materials, the 

frequency content, the acoustic processes involved and the relationship between 

frequencies generated and the stress-strain curve. His studies were performed on tensile 

specimens of common engineering materials. 

The rest of this chapter will be involved with the acoustic emission phenomena, defining it, 

the source mechanisms, the uses of monitoring this phenomena and some of the 

methodology used in the field. 

3.2 Definition 

Acoustic emission can be defined as the release of stress waves generated during dynamic 

processes in materials or "the class of phenomena where transient elastic waves are 

generated by the rapid release of energy from localized sources within a material, or the 

transient elastic waves so generated."[3.3] Acoustic emission techniques are sensitive to 

local instabilities. Materials tend toward their lowest energy state and most frequently 

develop local unstable conditions before the whole object becomes unstable. The result of 

these conditions is local dynamic movements, such as the formation of martensite or a slip 

band, propagation of cracks, reorientation of grain boundaries, decohesion of inclusions, 

moving dislocations, or in composites, delaminations, fiber fractures or matrix cracking. 

Other phenomena create signals which can be confused with AE's using conventional AE 

detection equipment. These include leaks in pressure systems, cavitation, fretting, 

liquification, solidification or phase transitions to name a few. These sources are called 

secondary sources to separate them from classic sources due to deformations. Care must 

be taken when acquiring AE signals to discriminate relevant acoustic emissions from these 

secondary sources. Frequently, AE monitoring begins with frequencies above 100 KHz as 

most mechanical noise sources are not as strong at the higher frequencies. 

AE monitoring is different from other nondestructive testing (NDT) methods in several 

key ways. The energy measured is generated within the structure under investigation 
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rather than being supplied by the technique (e.g. ultrasonic scanning, radiography). AE 

monitoring allows for the detection of dynamic degradation ofa structure. Crack growth 

or plastic deformation can be monitored while it is occurring. AE's are also non- 

directional, so no prior knowledge is needed to direct a probe to an area of interest[3.4]. 

AE monitoring also requires a limited amount of access. Discontinuities that are 

inaccessible to other techniques due to location in a structure can be detected using AE 

methods. Table 3.1 lists a number of factors that affect the relative amplitude of AE 

signals. 

Table 3.1 Factors that affect amplitude of AE signals[3.3] 

Increase relative amplitude Decrease relative amplitude 

high strength low strength 

high strain rate low strain rate 
low temperature high temperature 

anisotropy isotropy 
nonhomogeneity homogeneity 
thick section thin sections 
brittle fracture ductile failure 

discontinuities plastic deformation 
crack propagation wrought material 
cast materials small grain size 
mechanical twinning thermally induced twinning 

3.3 Kaiser Effect 

In important feature of AE's that Kaiser noted in his studies was the general irreversibility 

or response from most metals. In other words, once a structure has been stressed to a 

given level and the acoustic emissions associated with that level have died down another 

excursion to that stress level does not produce appreciable AE signals. Another way to 

put it is, materials only emit at unprecedented stress levels[3.3]. This effect can be used to 

infer knowledge of the structure's stress history. Not all materials exhibit the Kaiser 

effect. Some alloys of metals have the ability to room temperature anneal and especially in 

plastic or epoxy based composites, the relaxation of the matrix material in highly stressed 

members allows AE activity to occur at stress levels below the previous maximum level. 

The degree to which a material is subject to the Kaiser effect is known as the felicity ratio. 
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Other instances where the Kaiser effect breaks down are corrosion processes and 

hydrogen embrittlement. 

The first practical application of the Kaiser effect was in test procedures for diagnosing 

damage in pressure vessels. The procedure involves periodic proof pressure testing with 

periods of time at lower working pressure. A vessel is brought to its proof pressure and 

AE activity is allowed to settle. After the vessel has been used at lower pressures for a 

period of time it is again brought to proof pressure. If no damage has occurred during the 

working pressure time, no appreciable AE activity should be detected. On the other hand, 

if there has been a growth of a discontinuity during the working period, the material at the 

discontinuity would be subjected to a new, higher stress and would be a source of AE 

signals. The amount of AE activity is therefore a measure of damage accrued during the 

working period. This effect is known as the Dunegan corollary. It might be assumed that 

because of the irreversibility involved with the Kaiser effect that testing of materials 

requires increasing loads, but the Dunegan corollary demonstrates how diagnoses of 

materials can be repeatedly made using the same bulk stress levels. 

3.4 Interpretation 

The goal of AE monitoring is to detect AE sources and provide as much information as 

possible about those sources. A signal wave form is affected by the characteristics of the 

source as well as the path the signal took to the detector and the detection system 

response characteristics. Rarely is a signal a simple form but a single burst can be 

represented as a damped sinusoid. Signals are typically higher in amplitude than 

background noise and have short rise times. Figure 3.1 is an idealized AE signal with 

several important features pointed out. Since AE monitoring is always done in the 

presence of background noise, a threshold of detection is set to knock out some of that 

noise and serve as a reference point for a number of wave form properties. From the 

simple form detailed in Figure 3.1, a ringdown count of threshold crossings can be made, 

total number of events, event energy, event duration, and rise time can be measured. 

There are problems with using just the simple wave form parameters for interpretation. 

Frequently noise sources can not easily be filtered out with signal conditioning and it 

becomes necessary to recognize sources of signals from their form. 
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Given the irreproducibility of AE signals in time and frequency it is necessary to develop 

more sophisticated methods of source identification. Using statistical methods it is 

possible to acquire data from a group of signals from the same source. Pattern 

recognition methods can then later be applied to unknown signals using the information 

gathered in the statistical survey. Statistical information gathered in this type of survey 

includes standard deviation of signals, skewness, rise time of largest pulse, decay time of 

the largest pulse, pulse widths, partial power in different frequency bands, ratio's of partial 

powers, frequencies of largest peaks, frequencies at which a fraction of total power was 

observed, to name a few. 

Most AE studies are not so detailed though and typically involve event count rates or total 

counts VS strain levels. With the equipment developed during this study, total counts and 

count rates were not determined, but rather individual events were captured. 
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3.5 Noise 

As was mentioned earlier, there are a number of sources for signals that look like AE 

signals. Care must be taken to filter out these noise sources. In this section we will 

mention a few common noise sources and some common techniques for filtering or 

supressing them. Often, AE monitoring is done at frequencies above 100 KHz since many 

of these noise sources have very low amplitudes at that point. Noise sources include 

hydraulic noise, mechanical and electrical noise. Hydraulic noise includes such things as 

leaks in pressure systems, cavitation and turbulent flows. To eliminate these types of 

sources care must be taken in the design of the system that is being tested. Another 

solution is to limit acquisition to frequencies above the noise frequencies. Mechanical 

noise sources include fretting or rubbing. Complex structures that have bolted 

connections are especially susceptible to this type of noise. Rotating machinery is another 

source of noise. Electrical noise can come from such things as electric motors, lamps, or 

welding machines. 

Mechanical noises can be isolated using several techniques other than high pass filtering 

which might cut out important AE information. Because of low level background noise 

inherent in the detection system and low level mechanical noises a finite threshold level is 

usually set on which the system triggers. This trigger level can be set higher to filter some 

sources of noise out, but again this is at the expense of AE information. In any case, a 

method of calibrating AE system trigger levels is necessary. A known, repeatable AE 

signal is needed and is found in the form of breaking a 0.5 mm pencil lead on the surface 

of a specimen under test. It has been found that the pencil lead break gives a signal that 

simulates an AE event very closely in both frequency content and rise time. 

Another method for noise filtering or suppression is to use guard sensors. That is, sensors 

are placed around a known noise source and if those sensors catch an AE event first 

before sensors away from the guard sensors, it is known that the emission was from the 

noise source. Mechanical noise sources sometimes have slower rise times than typical AE 

signals and this can be used to filter them out by using rise time rates to trigger the 

acquisition. For noises created by cyclic machinery, acquisition can be gated such that it 

only occurs during quiet times. For electrical noises, proper grounding of the structure 
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under test as well as proper shielding of electronics are the techniques of choice. In this 

paper we will demonstrate an optical transducer for detecting AE signals and this 

transducer has the advantage of being immune from electromagnetic interference (EMI). 

3.6 AE in composites 

Depending on their microstructure, composites have been classified by Krock and 

Broutman[3.5] into three categories. These are fiber reinforced, dispersion strengthened 

and particle reinforced. AE signals can be generated in these materials by the deformation 

of the matrix material, failure of the reinforcement or failure of the interface between the 

matrix and reinforcement. 

Dispersion strengthened composites are defined as composites with fine particles (0.01 - 

0.11 in) uniformly spread throughout the matrix material at concentrations of 1% to 15% 

by volume. The particles reinforce the material by impeding dislocation motion. It is 

believed that the emissions from this type of composite will be continuos and low level in 

amplitude rather than burst like[3.6]. 

Particle reinforced composites have larger particles and the concentrations are normally 

greater than 25%. In this type of structure both the matrix and particles share loads. 

Particles restrain the matrix material deformations and doing this deform themselves. 

Because both phases deform under load it is possible that there will be emissions due to 

both the matrix and particle deformations and a double peak emission will occur[3.6]. 

Of primary interest to us are fiber reinforced composites. These make up the bulk of 

composite materials used in aerospace components. The microstructure of these types of 

composites consists of single strands of fibers which reinforce the structure in the direction 

of the fibers. Because of the directional nature of the composite materials these structures 

can be highly anisotropic, but it also allows for tailoring mechanical strength in desired 

directions. Applications include such things as wing skins and leading edges, control 

surfaces, pressure chambers, radomes, propellers and helicopter rotors, airframes, and 

engine ducts and cowlings. Acoustic emissions may begin at levels as high as 40% of 

failure load for sound structures and as low as 20% for damaged structures. Signal 

waveforms are affected by the composite lay-up, failure mechanism, and loading history of 
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the structure, therefore these signals potentially carry a great amount in information. Low 

level emissions can be generated by deformations of the matrix material and larger, burst 

type emissions can be generated by matrix cracking, fiber fracture, delaminations or fiber 

pullout. Later in this paper we will discuss AE experiments performed on carbon fiber 

reinforced composites using a novel optical technique for monitoring emissions. 
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Chapter 4 - Optical Techniques for Vibration Detection 

4.1 Introduction 

Detection of high frequency vibrations such as acoustic emissions has traditionally be 

performed using piezoelectric transducers. These transducers exhibit high sensitivities, but 

they are resonant devices with uneven and typically narrow frequency response curves. 

Because of this, spectral information is often lost or distorted. These devices are also 

susceptible to EMI and they do not provide information about absolute vibration 

amplitudes. Laser interferometry, on the other hand, does not suffer from EMI, offers 

even higher sensitivities, wider bandwidth and has the ability of measuring absolute 

amplitudes. Other advantages that specifically fiber optic interferometers have over piezo 

or foil resistance sensors include small dimensions, high temperature ability, dielectric 

nature and low weight. In this section we shall introduce some of the basic concepts of 

optical fiber interferometry, several common fiber interferometer configurations and 

techniques for interpreting signals. 

4.2 Interferometry 

Interferometric sensors monitor the phase of light guided in an optical fiber. To do this a 

reference beam must be present. Typically, light from a single laser (monochromatic and 

coherent) is split using a beam spliter or directional coupler into two or more fibers. One 

of these fibers is then exposed to the measurand field, which retards the phase of the light 

in that fiber, and the fiber is not exposed. After the light has passed from the measurand 

field the two beams are recombined, again with a beam spliter or coupler, and the resulting 

intensity is a function of the interference between the two guided waves. This is how the 

phase difference is measured between the two fibers and it can be expressed as 
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I(t)=I,{1+ acof d+ An)]}, 4. 
where /, is the nominal light intensity, « is the fringe visibility and ¢ is the nonmeasurand 

phase difference between the legs and A?) is the phase difference due to the measurand. 

For AE signals the measured phase difference can be quite small (At) <1 rad). Earlier 

fiber sensors that were used for large phase difference measurements relied on fringe 

counting techniques. With this technique it is possible to achieve accuracy's of 1/4 fringe, 

but given the low amplitude of high frequency vibrations this is not enough. Detection 

techniques capable of resolved smaller phase shift will be discussed later. 

Fiber interferometric sensors are based on single mode fibers. This insures that 

interference is between two waves. The most widely studied sensor configurations are the 

Mach-Zehnder, Michelson and the Fabry-Perot. These are shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 Three most common fiber interferometers 
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For maximum phase modulation sensitivity and quasi-linear response to small phase 

changes a sensor system must be biased at its quadrature, or Q point (¢= 2{2m+1) / 2, 

where mm is an integer). Again, this point gives only a quasi-linear output for small phase 

changes. For larger changes, the output is cosinusoidal. Any number of factors can move 

a system away from the quadrature point. Small changes in air temperature, laser 

frequency fluctuations, polarization fluctuations and small vibrations of lead in/out fibers 

are just a few. 

A number of demodulation schemes have been demonstrated for providing linear output 

and eliminating drift and signal fading due to the problems mentioned above. The most 

common homodyne technique involves actively stabilizing the interferometer at its Q 

point[4.1]. This technique uses a feedback network to control a fiber-wrapped piezo 

electric cylinder. This cylinder is placed in one leg of the interferometer for phase 

modulation. This system can have problems because of transients during turn on and turn 

off of the modulator. The heterodyne technique[4.1] requires an optical frequency shifter 

SO it is a relatively complicated technique. 

Assuming that the signal being measured by the interferometric system is sinusoidal, 

equation 4.1 can be expanded in terms of bessel functions as 

V(t)=A+ B({u,(x) +2>°" Jy, (x) cof 2n(o,t + ¢,)]} cos¢,(r) | 

1X2 Jans (2)sin[(2n- (00+ g,)]}sin 9,(0)), 4.1 

where A=2v and B=2vb (b is the mixing efficiency the interferometer and v is the voltage 

due to the output leg of the interferometer). «@, is the frequency of the signal phase shift, 

x is the modulation depth, ¢, is a phase constant and ¢,(t) is the random phase shift due 

to the noise sources listed above. Using this expansion a number of demodulation 

schemes are possible. These include the J,(null),Jj (max), J, (null),J/J2,J,/J3 and the 

J,...Jg techniques[4.2,3,4,5]. If B is known, x<<1 and ¢, = 2/2 is maintained, then Jj (x) 

can be determined directly from the fundamental component and x can be obtained by 

inverting the bessel function. If B is not known, one of the methods just mentioned can be 

used. All but the last technique require that ¢, =0 and/or ¢, = 2/2 be maintained. The 
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J,...Jq technique stands apart in that it allows direct linear readout of dynamic phase shifts 

without system stabilization or phase biasing. 

Further discussion of the demodulation techniques can be found in the sited literature. In 

the next chapter, absolute measurements of surface acoustic waves will be discussed. A 

phase generated carrier detection scheme that uses a phase modulator calibrated with the 

J)...J4 technique will be demonstrated for measuring these SAWs on an aluminum block. 
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Chapter 5 - Absolute SAW Detection 

5.1 Introduction 

The ultimate goal of this project is to develop an optical transducer system which can be 

embedded into composite structures during fabrication for the detection of acoustic 

emissions. The first step in this process is to sense waves on the surface of materials or 

SAWs. The extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometer will be demonstrated later in this paper 

as being useful for performing this task. Unfortunately, the amplitude of SAW's on an 

aluminum plate at a frequency of 1 to 1.2 MHz are to small to allow for a straightforward 

measurement of their absolute amplitude. Amplitudes will be measured to be on the order 

of 2 to 10 nanometers giving rise to very small phase shifts of 0.14 to 0.05 radians. 

Because of this, it would be absolutely necessary to hold the sensor at its quadrature point 

(quasi linear at this point as well) and the magnitude of the output intensity modulation 

must be known. Slightly more complicated demodulation schemes that solve the problems 

associated with this sort of phase biasing and system stabilization are presented in this 

chapter. These schemes allow for the absolute measurement of SAW waves as well as 

other signals that produce small phase shifts in an interferometric system. 

A number of methods have been demonstrated for measuring absolute phase changes in a 

fiber interferometer including frequency modulated continuous wave ranging [5.1], 

subcarrier RF interferometry using a broad band source [5.2], frequency modulation to 

track a modulation induced Jo null [4.2], and broad spectrum EFPI's [5.3]. In this report 

we will demonstrate a phase generated carrier detection scheme for measuring SAW 

amplitudes on a thick aluminum plate. The technique used is primarily a bulk optical 
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system. This allows for a non-contact measurement and therefore does not effect the 

SAW in any way. 

The scheme described necessitates that there be a known phase shift or signal in addition 

to an unknown signal. It is from the relative amplitudes of the two signals that it is 

possible to determine the amplitude of the unknown. The Jj...J4 technique mentioned in 

chapter 4 will be described. This is the technique that is used for calibrating a piezo phase 

modulator used in the measurement system. The theory behind the determination of the 

unknown signal will then be presented, followed by the experimental set up and results. 

5.2 J1...J4 

This technique allows a direct linear measurement of dynamic phase shifts in a no 

feedback, no phase biased interferometer. It is assumed that the signal under measurement 

is sinusoidal in nature. The basic equation describing the output of an interferometer is 

given in 4.1 and if a sinusoidal signal is applied it can be expanded in terms of Bessel 

functions as shown in equation 4.2. Using the recurrence relationship between Bessel 

functions J,(x) of the first kind 

pe 2) 5.1 
J,_(x) + J,,(x) 

it is possible to determine the dynamic phase of the signal as[4.5] 

ee Da 52 
Vi +V, N04 +V..) 

where i>1, V;=BG/J/;(x) is the voltage amplitude of the ith frequency component. This can 

easily be obtained by passing the interferometer output to a signal analyzer. G=sin ¢, or 

  

cos@, for i even or odd. This relationship can be expressly written for =2 as 

ea 53 
(V,+V,)\V,+V,) 

The factors sin ¢, (or cos¢,), which represent random phase drifts, do not appear in 5.2. 

In addition, v and B as defined in equation 4.2 are canceled as well. This means that 

random phase drifts, intensity fluctuations of the laser, polarization drifts and fringe 
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contrast variations all cancel and need not be controlled. This technique could be 

implemented using a spectrum analyzer on the interferometer output or by band pass 

filtering the output. 

For the measurement of SAW amplitudes, a known phase modulator was needed. A piezo 

cylinder wrapped with 12.5 m of 633 nm single mode optical fiber was used to this end. A 

known voltage was applied the modulator at 150 KHz which was configured in a Mach- 

Zehnder type arrangement. Voltage was swept from 1.5 volts to 4.2 volts to produce a 

voltage/phase shift curve as shown in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 Voltage VS Phase shift for piezo phase modulator 

The 'o', represent the actual data points and the curve is a fit described by 

¢ = 0.0692v* + 0.4613v—0.0157. Standard deviation on these measurements varied 

between 2 and 10 milliradians. 
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5.3 Phase generated carrier detection of SAW amplitude 

This technique is based on a recent report[5.4]. The SAW wave is going to be allowed to 

act on one leg of the interferometer. The calibrated phase modulator will be placed on the 

other leg. The instantaneous voltage on the photodetector output can be written as 

V(t) = A+Boos¢,(t)+¢,(1)+¢,(0)], 5.4 

where A=2v and B=2vb (b is the mixing efficiency the interferometer and v is the voltage 

due to the output leg of the interferometer). ¢,(t) = LcoXa,t), the modulation depth is L 

and @, is the angular frequency of the carrier. ¢,(1) = Mcog o,t), the modulation depth 

is M and a, is the angular frequency of the signal. ¢,(t)is again the random phase drift. 

If these expressions are substituted into equation 5.4 and the expression is expanded in 

terms of bessel functions of the first kind the resulting expression is 

H(0)= A+ af J(0)+234(- Jul L)oodaner) 

| (sae) 285 (1) J, (coda) 0 

{25-0 sal oogn ong)? | 

-8{ 23, (-1)'Jaa(L)oof(20 + Dot 

| (25. Ju Meof(an sno] 

[2.000 +25 (0s, (a0)codano.0)}? | 55 
where Q = cos ¢,(t) and P = sin ¢,(t). The voltages needed to determine the signal phase 

shift given that the modulator phase shift is known are 
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V(f,) =2BPJ(L)J,(M), 5.6 
V(f.) =2BPJ,(L)J,(M). 5.7 

Now we divide 5.7 by 5.8 resulting in 

Vf.) _ 4(M)J,(1) 
VF) F(M)I(L) 

If M<<1 (as in the case of SAW amplitudes) the following approximation hold[5.5] 

5.8   

J,(M) 
J.(M) 

o 

2 =M. 5.9 

Substituting this into 5.8 and rearranging yields 

    VAG.) ACL) 5 10 
V(f.) J,(L) 

where M is the unknown phase shift and L is the known phase shift from the calibrated 

M=2 

modulator and once again, errors due to phase drift, intensity fluctuations and polarization 

drifts are canceled. 

5.4 Experimental setup 

The experimental setup used for SAW amplitude measurements is detailed in Figure 5.2. 

Linearly polarized light from a 30 mW, 633 nm laser was split by a beam splitter. One 

beam was directed onto the surface of an 5 X 8 X 28 cm aluminum block. The light was 

reflected off the block and then injected into a single mode fiber. The SAW on the block 

modulated this leg of the interferometer. The other beam, which passed through the beam 

splitter, was injected into a fiber with the calibrated phase modulator in line. Both beams 

were recombined using a directional coupler and the resulting output was detected using 

an avalanche photodetector (APD) which had a bandwidth from the low Hz to 1-GHz. 

The APD was followed by a fixed, 50 dB gain preamp with a 20 Khz to 10 MHz 

bandwidth. SAW's were generated on the aluminum block by pulsing a 1 MHz piezo 

transducer mounted on a plastic wedge as shown in Figure 5.3 . Longitudinal waves 

generated by the piezo transducer are coupled into surface waves on the test specimen by 

tilting the mounting wedge so the following relationship is satisfied. 
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A... C.. 
9=acod Te) aco CP) 5.11 

A gw Cow 

where A represents the wavelength of the longitudinal wave in the plastic wedge and the 

SAW on the aluminum block respectively. C represents the speeds of those waves. Not 

noted in Figure 5.2 is the fact that the signals from the gated amplifier, preamp, and 

oscillator were all monitored on the digital oscilloscope. In addition, during the 

measurements the pickup piezo transducer was not attached to the block. 
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Figure 5.2 SAW Amplitude Measurement. 
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Figure 5.3 Launching SAWs. 

5.5 Experimental results 

During measurements the calibrated modulator was set at 0.4364 radians by a voltage of 

1.7344 volts peak to peak. The peizoelectric transducer used for creating SAWs was 

swept from 2050 volts to 3730 volts and ten reading were taken at 8 settings. Using 

equation 5.10 phase shifts were calculated at each voltage setting. Figure 5.4 is a typical 

waveform. It is easy to see the 1MHz signal superimposed on the 150 KHz modulator 

signal. Figure 5.5 is the magnitude fourier transform of this same wave. It is from this 

figure that the ratio of signal to modulator were obtained. Figure 5.6 is a graph of phase 

shift VS input voltage to the driving peizoelectric transducer. Figure 5.7 is the same 

graph, but translated into terms of SAW amplitude. It can be seen that the phase shift (or 

amplitude) decreases with increasing voltage. It can be hypothesized that the drive 

piezoelectric transducer was damaged during the test. 

This test was initially conducted using tuned piezo transducers that had an 

inductor/resistor tank circuit built in, so as to extract more wiggle per volt. These 

transducers were quickly burned out by the high voltages. For the second set of testing, 

untuned transducers were used, but given that the demodulation scheme assumes a 

continuous signal, it was necessary to run very long pulses. After the measurements were 

made, the piezo transducer that was used for creating the SAW's was compared to a 

duplicate transducer and was found to produce a noticeably smaller signal for a given 

drive voltage. 
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Figure 5.5 Typical FFT, Piezoelectric trandsucer input 2050 volts. 
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Chapter 6 - The EFPI and AE testing 

6.1 Introduction 

Fabry-Perot type interferometers as shown in Figure 4.1 depend on the interference of 

waves reflected off of two reflecting surfaces that are in line with the fiber. In this 

configuration there are multiple reflections inside of the Fabry-Perot cavity, but the 

sensors dealt with in this study have low reflectivities therefore all but the first reflections 

are insignificant. These sensors have been demonstrated as strain sensors capable of 

sensing displacements on the angstrom level at frequencies from DC to has high as 

available processing electronics will allow[6.2]. 

Two basic configurations of this sensor exist, the intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic sensors 

do not let the light escape from the fiber at any point. The sensors are created with inline, 

partial reflecting surfaces, such as reflective splices or in line dielectric mirrors [6.1]. In 

this configuration optical path length (OPL) [distance times index of refraction] changes as 

a function of both the displacement of the reflective surfaces and the strain optic effect 

where there are strain induced refractive index changes in the core and cladding of the 

fiber. Also, in high birefringence fiber polarization can be altered by strains. 

The extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometer (EFPI) allows the light to leave the fiber. The 

reference beam in this case is the Fresnel reflection from the glass/air interface. A second 

reflecting surface is placed near the end of the fiber and serves as the sensing leg of the 

sensor. In this chapter we will develop the theory of the EFPI and detail a fabrication 

technique for an inline EFPI. Lastly, we will demonstrate this sensor in operation, 

detecting SAW's on an aluminum plate and acoustic emissions in a carbon fiber composite. 
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6.2 Theory and Fabrication 

The EFPI, first described by Murphy e¢ a/., is shown in Figure 6.1[6.2]. The 

interferometer was formed between the ends of a single mode fiber (SMF) and a 

multimode fiber (MMF) inserted into a hollow core fiber (HCF) from opposite ends. The 

air gap formed between the MMF and the SMF endfaces constitutes the sensing region, 

with the gage length of the sensor being determined by the distance between the 

SMF/HCF and MMF/HCF junctions. In general the MMF/HCF junction is fused while 

the SMF/HCF junction is bonded with an epoxy. The SMF/air interface acts as the 

reference reflection signal and the MMF/air interface acts as the sensing reflection. The 

air/glass interface has a reflectivity of approximately 4% so this structure acts as a low- 

finesse Fabry-Perot cavity. The interference between the two reflections is observed at the 

output of a 2 X 2 coupler. Multiple reflections occur within this cavity but it can be 

shown that effects of secondary reflections is negligible[6.2]. 

     
    

    

Sensor Head 

    

   

  

Multimode fiber 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Adhesive   
Figure 6.1 Fabry-Perot Interferometer system with detail of senso1 

For a basic understanding of this interferometer we will look at the interference between 

the two waves using a plane wave approximation. The plane wave approximation of the 
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output of the sensor can be represented in terms of its complex amplitude U, (x,z, t), 

expressed by [6.2] 

U,(x,z,t) =A, exp(j¢,), i=1,2, 6.1 

where A; is a function of z, the distance traveled and the transverse coordinate x. The 

subscripts =1,2 refer to the reference and sensing reflections. The reflections can be 

approximated by the relation[6.3] 

  

a= 4; atau} °2 

where A = A, fis the transmission coefficient of the air/glass interface, a is the fiber core 

radius, s is the end separation, and NA is the numerical aperture of the single mode fiber, 

defined as NA = , (n? - n2) , where 71 and 9 are the refractive indices of the core and 

cladding. The intensity at the output of the sensor is the superposition of the two 

amplitudes and is given by 

1 =|U, +U,|= A? + A? +244, cof ¢, - ¢,), 6.3 

which can be rewritten, substituting 6.2, as 

    

2 

I=A’|1+ ata xX cof “= 4 ata > |, 6.4 
at 2stan| sin (NA )] A at 2stan{sin (NA )] 

where ¢, = 0 and ¢, =(2 / A) and 4 is the operating wavelength. Equation 6.2, which is 

a simple loss relationship for the longitudinal misalignment of the SMF and MMF explains 

the drop in intensity modulation for the interferometer as the gap, s, increases. Another 

way to think about this is that as the gap increases the amount of light reflected back into 

the SMF from the MMP/air interface decreases, therefore the modulation depth decreases 

with increasing gap length. Figure 6.2 shows the intensity variation of the interferometer 

as a function of gap length. 
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Figure 6.2 Theoretical EFPI output VS gap displacement 

The analysis presented so far explains the output of the EFPI to slowly varying 

displacements in a satisfactory way. In this study we are concerned with high frequency, 

low amplitude vibrations. A formulation for the ratio of reflected intensity, /,, to the 

incident intensity, /,,, for an EFPI with equal fiber endface reflectivity's that will prove 

more useful for high frequencies is given as[6.4] 

I, _ 2R(1-cos¢,) 65 

I, 1+R?-2Rcos¢,’ , 

where 

_ An sx 66 
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is the round trip optical path length change, 7, is the refractive index of air, and R is the 

reflectivity of the fiber endfaces. The reflectivity of air/glass interfaces is approximately 

4% so 6.5 can be approximated by [6.2] 

I[=I1,,+I1, cos¢,, 6.7 

which is the general output for an interferometer that we developed in chapter 3. 

The relationship between vibrations in a material and their effect on the phase of an EFPI 

needs to be considered. It will be assumed that the sensor has a perfect mechanical 

contact with its environment, that is strain transfer from the environment to the sensor is 

perfect. This is not a true condition, but for the general analysis it will be assumed. 

Another assumption that will be made is that the sensor does not effect the strain field 

which it is measuring. This is a valid assumption only in the case where the sensor is 

surface mounted[6.5]. For embedded sensors this condition might not hold. Phase 

change is also effected by the angle the strain field makes with the long axis of the sensor. 

It has been demonstrated that EFPI sensors are primarily sensitive to axial strains[6.6], so 

this analysis will deal with this component of strain only. Phase changes due to laser 

fluctuations and air gap index of refraction changes will also be ignored. 

The angular phase shift ,¢, over the air gap, s, is 

= |(f}e. 6.7 

where z denotes the position along the sensing region. Adopting a technique developed by 

Sirkis[6.5] we can derive an expression for d¢/dz that considers the sensing region as 

being cut into infinitesimal segments of length Az. ¢,, (z) is the axial strain being coupled 

into the sensor and it results in an incremental sensor length change of (1 + €,, (z))Az. The 

phase change is then 

Ag=——*(1+ €,,(z)) Az. 6.8   
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Dividing both side of 6.8 by Az and taking the limit as Az approaches zero, the total phase 

change over the sensor can be found by integrating over the sensor gage length and is 

expressed as 

  p= |(1+6,(2))ae. 6.9 

The last step in the analysis is to substitute into 6.9 expression for time harmonic 

displacement that were developed in chapter 2 and finally substitute the resulting 

expression for time harmonic phase shift into equation 6.7 to find the resultant sensor 

output.. 

Another development of the EFPI should be mentioned. A split-cavity cross-coupled 

extrinsic Fabry-Perot (SCEFI) interferometer has been developed and demonstrated[6.7]. 

This configuration of the basic EFPI uses four beam interference from two EFPI heads 

coupled transversely on a 2 X 2 coupler. The technique does not require any phase bias 

and eliminates effects of laser and polarization fluctuations. The utility of this technique is 

that it allows for absolute measurements of dynamic phase changes. This configuration of 

the EFPI combined with the absolute SAW displacement measurement demonstrated in 

chapter 5 will allow for the study of dynamic strain transfer. 

6.3 Detection of SAWs 

Figure 6.3 details the experimental setup used for the generation and detection of SAWs 

on an aluminum block. 
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Figure 6.3 Experimental setup for SAW detection 

Sensors fabricated ranged in gage length from about 0.8 cm to 1.2 cm. The operating 

wavelength of the system was 830 nm. Several techniques were used for bonding the 

sensor to the aluminum block. Epoxy was used as well as finger nail polish, but these 

systems tended to give very poor results. The best results were obtained by coupling the 

sensor to the block by placing it in a small amount of glycerin. Figure 6.4 shows a typical 

output from the system. The top trace is the optical signal and the middle trace is from the 

pickup piezoelectric transducer. The bottom trace is a 40 dB reduced signal that is driving 

the piezoelectric transducer creating the SAW. It can clearly be seen that the EFPI sensor 

is tracking the SAW. Figure 6.5 is another trace of the input signal and the optical output. 

Figure 6.6 shows the FFT of this set of traces. The top trace of 6.6 is the optical signal 

and the bottom is the drive. It can be seen that the EFPI is tracking the SAW in the 

frequency domain as well as the time domain. 
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Figure 6.4 Typical response of EFPI and piezoelectric transducer to SAW. 

top - EFPI, middle - piezo transducer, 

bottom - drive voltage to SAW generating piezoelectric transducer 
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Figure 6.5 Typical output of EFPI to SAW 

top - EFPI, bottom - peizoelectric transducer drive pulse 
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6.4 EFPI's embedded in carbon fiber composites 

On of the objectives of this study is to embed EFPI sensors in composite structures for 

detecting acoustic emissions. EFPI's are small, lightweight, insensitive to EMI and easy to 

embed during the fabrication of composites. It has been demonstrated that small numbers 

of optical fibers embedded parallel to loading direction of a composite have only a 

negligible effect on tension behavior of the structure [6.8] Specimens for AE detection 

were fabricated from BASF/NARMCO G40-600/5245C graphite/bismaleimide (Gr/BMI) 

pre-preg. This pre-preg was chosen primarily due to availability. Sensor gaps used in this 

series of experiments were approximately 40 microns. Care was exercised to lay the 

sensor heads parallel to the graphite fibers to help avoid breaking the sensors during the 

pressurized, high temperature cure cycle. The panels were constructed of 20 plys in a 

[01,901] type layup with the sensors placed between two 0 layers at the center. The 

approximate thickness of the cured panels was 20 mm. The panels were 1" X 8" with the 

sensors at the approximate center. 

Tensile tests were performed on the panels using an MTS loading frame. A digital 

oscilloscope was triggered by signals from the sensor. Figure 6.7 and 6.8 show the 

frequency and time domain plots of the EFPI output as a load of approximately less than 

6000 psi and 7000 psi were applied respectively to a composite specimen. The peaks in 

Figure 6.7 correspond to 120 KHz, 220 KHz, 260 KHz and 460 KHz, respectively, while 

the peaks in Figure 6.8 correspond to 300 KHz, 340 KHz, 660 KHz and 962.5 KHz, 

respectively. The qualitative repeatability of the EFPI performance 1s an indication that 

qualitative measurements of AE can be made. 

A second round of tensile tests were performed and an example of this test series is shown 

in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. Frequencies are centered about 300 KHz which is what is 

expected of AE signals in graphite fiber composites[3.3] 
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Figure 6.7 Response of EFPI embedded in composite to tensile 

of load of approximately 6000 psi 
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In addition to tensile tests, 0.5 mm pencil leads were broken on the samples as well as 

tapping with a small metal rod. The piezoelectric driver used for SAW generation was 

also used to generate signals in the panels. Tapping was done to confirm sensor operation 

at lower frequencies than those typical of AE signals. The pencil lead break mimics typical 

AE signals in both amplitude and frequency and is commonly used in AE work to calibrate 

and set threshold levels on acquisition systems. These tests were performed with a 

Physical Acoustics model PICO piezo transducer mounted on the panel surface. Figure 

6.11 shows the response of both the PICO transducer and the EFPI to signals generated 

with a 1 MHz RF pulse identical to the one used for SAW generation. Figures 6.12 and 

6.13 show the response of the PICO and embedded EFPI sensors to a tap on the endface. 

In both these cases, tapping and pulsing at high frequency, the EFPI tracks with the 

standard PICO transducer. 

Pencil leads were broken on the surface of the composite panels, but no appreciable signal 

was received. Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show the time domain and frequency response of the 

surface mounted PICO transducer and the embedded EFPI sensor to a pencil lead break 

on the endface of the panel. In the time domain it is not apparent that the EFPI has 

registered the break. However, in the frequency domain the pencil lead break is seen. 

Pencil lead breaks create surface waves on a structure. This is fine for conventional AE 

piezo sensors which are surface mounted, but as the EFPI was embedded nearly 10 mm 

from the surface and it is not sensitive to axial strains, it is not surprising that the signal 

level is low. From this, it is obvious that the signal to noise ratio of the EFPI system needs 

to be raised. Along with this, it is necessary to develop new methods of calibrating AE 

systems when using embedded sensors. 
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Chapter 7 - Conclusions and future directions 

7.1 Conclusion 

The primary goal of this thesis was to develop a method of detecting acoustic emissions 

inside of composite structures using an embedded fiber sensor. The basics of wave 

propagation inside of materials were presented along with a background in acoustic 

emission testing. General principles of optical vibration detection were discussed and a 

novel technique for determining absolute phase changes in a system which is experiencing 

small dynamic vibrations was presented. The technique has the added advantage over 

typical interferometric systems in that the system does not need to be stabilized or phase 

biased. Measurements were not affected by changes in laser intensity, mixing efficiency of 

the interferometer, polarization changes, or random phase drifts. This technique was 

demonstrated in measuring surface acoustic wave amplitudes on an aluminum plate. The 

frequency of vibration was approximately 1 MHz and the largest motions measured were 

approximately 7 angstroms. EFPI sensors were described and demonstrated for both 

SAW wave detection and for acoustic emission detection inside of carbon fiber 

composites. 

7.2 Future directions 

The sensitivity of the EFPI sensor still needs to be increased. Another area for further 

research 1s the effects of different failure mechanisms on the signal that the EFPI detects. 

To this end a number of different panels have been constructed with embedded sensors. 

Several panels of each type described have been fabricated with EFPI sensors embedded in 

the center of each. These panels are all 8" X 2". 
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To create AE's that are primarily carbon fiber fracture 16 ply unidirectional panels have 

been built. For delamination failure a (07,+455,-455,07)symmetric layup was constructed. 

This panel configuration may have to be cyclically loaded to induce significant 

delamination, but attention should be given to the fact that AE signals diminish after a 

given stress load has applied (the Kaiser effect - see chapter 3). To cause matrix failure a 

(05,904,03) symmetric layup was made. These panels have all been fabricated and are 

ready for tensile tests. 

Questions about attenuation exist. Pencil lead break tests were not as satisfactory as we 

would like. It was proposed in the paper that pencil lead breaks are surface wave 

generating phenomena. To check this hypothesis a 16 ply panel with sensors embedded 

through the depth, from one ply down to the center of the panel, was built. The layup is 

(07,90,05,90,05,90,0,sensor,0,90,0,sensor,0,90,0,sensor,0,90,0,sensor,0). Pencil breaks 

on the top of this panel could easily give a qualitative feel for whether the problem of 

detection is due to the attenuation of surface waves with depth. Attenuation with length 

along the panel is another area of concern since composites are generally poor in this 

respect. A sixteen ply panel with the cross ply layup, (02,904,02) symmetric, has been 

built with sensors staggered along the length of the panel. In addition, a Mach-Zehnder 

type arrangements has been built and is shown in Figure 7.1. 

  > 

    d 
  

  
Figure 7.1 composite panel, 4' X 1', with embedded single mode fiber 

This panel is ready to be put into a Mach-Zehnder configuration with the embedded fiber 

acting as one leg of the interferometer. Longitudinal wave speed in this layup has been 

determined to be approximately 6600 meters per second and the shortest pulses current 

lab equipment will produce are on the order of 28 microseconds. The fiber passes have 

been spaced so that the acoustic wave will only act on one section of fiber at any given 
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time. The output from an oscilloscope would be expected to be a series of pulses from 

which an attenuation curve could be generated. This experiment is based on a recent 

paper by N. Narendran[7.1]. The panel is 16 plies with a (07,904,032) symmetric layup. 

Several EFPI's are embedded as well. The piezos used for creating signals in panels act as 

point sources, so fibers were embedded in two configurations. The first is detailed in 

Figure 7.1. The distinguishing feature is that the fiber traverses the panel in straight lines. 

In the second configuration the fiber crosses the panel in curves. The drive piezo is to be 

mounted on the end of the panel, in the center. Using this point as the center, curves are 

traced out at appropriate radii, along which the fiber is laid. In this way, energy in an 

acoustic pulse will hit the fiber along a given radius all at the same time, assuming that the 

wavespeed is isotropic. Preliminary tests where the piezoelectric driver signal is picked up 

using a conventional (PICO) piezoelectric transducer indicate that the material attenuates 

high frequencies (1 MHz) very quickly. 

A last area of interest is an application of the absolute measurement of SAW wave 

amplitudes. This ability, combined with the SCEFI mentioned in chapter 6, would allow 

for a solid, quantitative analysis of the strain transfer from the block sustaining the SAW 

to the EFPI sensor. It could also be used to give quantitative information about 

attenuation of signals with depth and length into a composite panel. 
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Appendix - Experimental confirmation of J1/Jo technique used in 

Absolute SAW amplitude measurements (Ch 5) 

1 Purpose 

It was desired that an experiment be performed to confirm the efficacy of the technique 

and theory developed in chapter 5 for measuring absolute SAW displacements. A Mach- 

Zehnder interferometer was built with two calibrated modulators in the system. The J1/Jo 

technique was then used to determine the phase shift from one modulator while the other 

was fixed at a known phase shift. Several input voltages were applied to the modulator 

under test and the technique was used to determine the phase shift. Lastly, the calculated 

phase shifts were compared to the calibration for that modulator and found to be in 

agreement, therefore proving the validity of the method. As the mathematics were 

developed already only an experimental setup and results will be discussed in this 

appendix. 

2 Experimental Setup 

A Mach-Zehnder interferometer was formed using two single mode fibers. One leg of the 

interferometer had two in-line phase modulators formed by bonding a length of the fiber to 

a piezoelectric polyvinylide flouride film (PVF>). Each of these modulators are driven by 

independent function generators. The setup is detailed in Figure 1. M1 refers to a 

modulator with 9 passes of fiber on the film and it was modulated at 500 Hz. M2 is the 

second modulator and had 9 passes of fiber on the film and was modulated at 1000 Hz. 

The digital oscilloscope used was capable of calculating fourier transforms. 
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Figure 1 Experimental setup. 

3 Calibration 

Several techniques were used to determine the calibration curve for M1. Zero phase shift 

for zero input was assumed. The J1...J4 technique was used for the second point and the 

third calibration point was determined by watching when the J, term dropped to zero. At 

that point the phase shift is known to be 3.8317 radians. Lastly, a 1 Hz triangular wave of 

large amplitude was applied to the modulator. It was noted how much voltage change the 

triangle went through for a full fringe of phase shift on the modulator giving a quasi static 

phase shift of 2 Pi. This calibration curve is approximated by the second order fit 

¢=V’ 0.0242 + V 0.498 — 0.0269 and is shown in Figure 2. Figure 4 shows the results of 

the quasi static test. 

Modulator M2 was calibrated using the quasi static triangular wave test as well as the 

assumed zero phase for zero volts. A third point was achieved using the J1...J4 technique. 
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These results are shown in Figure 3. Final results of the experiment are also shown in 

Figure 2. Figure 5 is the quasi static test of M2. 
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4 Procedure and results 

After the calibration was completed M1 was set at 0.907 volts, 500 Hz, giving a phase 

shift of 0.4447 radians. Next the voltage on M2 was varied while the frequency was held 

at 1000 Hz. At each voltage level several FFTs were acquired and the ratio of voltages, 

1000 Hz / 500 Hz, were noted. A figure of typical output for this type of configuration is 

shown in chapter 5. These ratios were used along with the known phase shift from M1 to 

calculate the phase shift of M2 using 

  

Van J bar) . 

Figure 3 shows the results of the test. The dashed line is the static calibration curve 

(¢=V 0.374) and the circle is the calibration point from the J)...Jq4 technique. The crosses 

Pun _ V2 Ji( Gan) 1 

are the calculated values for the phase shift at the different voltages applied to M2 

approximated by the dot dash curve as ¢=V0.349-—0.161. It can be seen that this line 

has a zero intercept at -0.161. This is not due to any optical effects, but to the nature of 

the piezo film used in the modulator. Hysteresis due to a small DC input on the modulator 

is the cause of this offset and has been reported in modulators utilizing piezo films[A. 1]. 

This offset has been corrected for in the dotted line on Figure 3. Other deviations from 

expected are due to vibration noise, non-zero line width on the driving voltages to the 

modulator and from random phase shifts. 

Overall, there is good agreement between phase shift values calculated using the J1/Jo 

technique and those taken from the calibration curve, thereby demonstrating the efficacy 

of the Jj/Jo technique. 
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